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There is a well-established psychological science to detect unethical behaviors before it's too late. Too many leaders lack integrity. This is why antisocial and destructive leaders are all too ...
Psychology Today
Apple executives believe continued insistence that employees work in the doughnut will hurt employee retention and recruitment. So they're expanding satellite offices in places outside the Bay Area.
Why Remote Work Might Not Revolutionize Where We Work
The HonorableKristi Noem, Governor of South Dakota and a leading candidate on the Presidential ticket in 2024, has nowconfirmedto be thekeynote speakerat the Opening Ceremonies of FreedomFest this ...
The Man Who Took On China And Won
Motown UK head of radio and television Les Spaine, who recalls close working relationships with Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder and more.
Sketches Of Spaine: Les Spaine’s Motown Memories Of Stevie, Diana & More
It took an amazing series of events to get him to this amazing point in 2021.” Howard-Cooper has chronicled those events in a new book titled simply “Steve Kerr: A Life,” now available at ...
Author calls Steve Kerr ‘The most liked man in the NBA’
As if living through 2020 wasn't enough, now we have to read about it. Seriously, though, some of these books about Trump and the pandemic are actually worth the pain.
Whodunit? Trump. New Books Dig Into the Crimes We All Saw Him Commit.
The players, “who labor in a hazardous occupation and produce huge revenue,” should be paid like other students are paid for campus jobs ... from then-State Sen. Steve Wiitala of Omaha ...
Following NIL, Ernie Chambers says it's only a matter of time before universities pay athletes
Steve Goldstein ... told the Fed in the Beige Book that they’re not sure when they can increase production to meet all the pent-up demand. They still can’t get many supplies on time because of ...
Barron's
Job opportunities have increased, but skills shortages and the end of the furlough scheme have stoked fears of an "uneven recovery".
Warnings on skills and furlough despite jobs vacancies ‘bouncing back’
Fiddler renowned for work with Stones dies in Oklahoma, South Carolina prisons hit national low for recidivism, and more ...
Manatee mortality, bug zapper zaps vision, Borat pot suit: News from around our 50 states
Steve Jobs, the late co-founder of Apple, was called many things, including some that can't be repeated through written words. He was known as brash, rude, and difficult to work with. But we can't ...
Steve Jobs Explained 1 Clear Way to Build a Team That People Will Love to Work For
When a team of Apple’s best product designers presented to Steve Jobs what became the iDVD — a now-defunct computer application that allowed users to burn video files onto a DVD — they expected their ...
Steve Jobs Was a Genius Because He Kept Things Simple. Here Are 3 Reasons Simplicity Is Complex for the Rest of Us.
The man who captured iconic shots of Steve Jobs and others is the subject of a retrospective and the author of a new book ...
20 Minutes With: Renowned Photographer of Celebrity & Fashion Albert Watson
Realme Book is Realme’s first laptop that is rumoured to launch soon in India as its first thin and light laptop ...
Realme Book laptop price, release date and everything else you need to know
While in the past few days many across the world have been mourning the loss of Steve Jobs, each remembering his achievements in their own way; it may ultimately prove to be the products launched by ...
Steve Jobs’ legacy at Apple
There’s all sorts of possibilities in the future. Our focus on what 50-plus looks like has got to change dramatically in the culture,” he says ahead of the launch of his new ...
Hearst’s Michael Clinton Wants You to Think About Your Next Chapter in New Book
Dale Zine has opened a new shop at 79 SE First St. in downtown Miami, just a block from the previous location.
Dale Zine's New Storefront Is Filled with Artist-Made Books, Zines, Prints, and Plants
Lakeland has become a renowned distribution hub and Steve Scruggs played a primary role in shaping that vision.
The TBBJ interview: Steve Scruggs has spent the last three decades shaping Lakeland
In the wake of the Great Financial Crisis, mainstream economics slowly came under attack, amid a decade of mediocre growth, and warnings about imminent inflation that never came to pass. After Covid ...
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